
SHORT CONTRIBUTIONS

MARTINGALES AND TAIL PROBABILITIES

BY HANS U. GERBER

At the twenty-eighth Actuarial Research Conference of the Society of Actuar-
ies, WILLMOT and LIN (1993) presented a paper whose central result is a bound
on the tail probability of a random sum. In the subsequent discussion,
Professor Buhlmann raised the question, if this bound could be derived by
martingale methods. The purpose of this note is to show how it can be
done.

We consider a random variable of the form

S = X\ + ... + Xpj.

Here the random variables N, Xl, X2, ... are independent, and the Xk's are
assumed to be positive and identically distributed; their common distribution
function is denoted by F(x).

Let

pk = Pr (N = k), * = 0, 1,.. .

We assume the existence of a number (j>, 0 < </> < 1, with

(1) Pr (N> k\N> k) < <j> for fc=l,2, .. .

and a positive number r with

(2) I- I erxdF(x)<\
•J e'x

Jo
(if F(x) is sufficiently regular, we might choose the value of r for which
equality holds), Then the result of Willmot and Lin is that

for any x > 0.
For the following proof we introduce

sk = xx+ ... +xk

and

_ ( erSk if N > k

JO if N<k.
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We note the recursive relationship

Jfc = %k' Yk-1, k = 1, 2, ...

with

rX* if N > k

if N<A;.

According to (1) and (2), the conditional expectation of Zk+l (given N > k)
is less than or equal to 1, which shows that the sequence Yu Y2, ... is a
supermartingale.

If we stop it at time

T=min{k:Sk>x or N < k}

it follows that, given N > 1 and Xx,

or

erXl>E[erSTl{S>x}\N> I, X{]> erx-Pr (S > x\N

Then we get

PT(S>X) = (l-Po)-E[?r(S>x\N> 1,X

<(\-po)-E[erX>e-r*]

< — - e ~ r x ,

which completes the proof.
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